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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement correctly describes the difference between a
generated and an aggregate route?
A. An aggregate route has a forwarding next hop that is
inherited from a contributing route.
B. Only aggregate routes can be re-advertised through BGP using
a policy.
C. A generated route has a forwarding next hop that is
inherited from a contributing route.
D. An aggregate route can be a supernet whereas generated
routes are classful.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Below is a screenshot of the Guest Role Mapping Policy:
What is the purpose of this Role Mapping Policy?
A. To assign all 3 roles of [Contractor], [Guest] and
[Employee] to every guest user.
B. To assign Controller roles to guests.
C. To assign ClearPass roles to guests based on the guest's
Role ID as seen during authentication.
D. To send a firewall role back to the controller based on the

Guest User's Role ID.
E. To display a role name on the Self-registration receipt
page.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
____________ corrupt employees can cause inventory to be
fraudulently delivered to themselves or accomplices.
A. False packing slip
B. False credit slip
C. Fraudulent inventory slip
D. False shipping slip
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A security officer wants to eliminate username and password
sharing on the network Which of the following technologies
should be part of a potential solution?
A. Bitlocker
B. Smart card readers
C. Intrusion Prevention Systems
D. Encrypted File System
Answer: C
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